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VHW’S End of Year Party: 
We work together…we celebrate together! 
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FROM THE CEO DESK 

 

Dear all 
 
2022 has been a busy year for the hospital – we’ve had many national health audits we’ve had to 
prepare for, we’ve had construction happening in some part of the hospital throughout the year – 
Sandes block, C2, Wright Ward and along the main corridor. 
  
We’ve felt the burden from the high numbers of people coming to our EC and OPD due to the 
impact of people who didn’t access care during the pandemic.  
 
2022 has brought some sad times for us – we mourned the loss of our dear friends and colleagues 
Tabisa Gqwangu and Mark Patterson and I know there are those among us who have mourned the 
loss of their own loved ones. 
 
We have also celebrated some big milestones. The national state of disaster was lifted on the 5th 
April, on the 26 May we celebrated the first anniversary of our new EC and on the 31st August we 
celebrated the opening of our Thuthuzela center. 
 
Whether it is preparing for an audit, moving wards for renovations, holding memorial services or 
hosting VIPS, these events remind me that Ouma Victoria is alive and kicking – although the building 
is old and tired, the spirit of the hospital is burning brightly, and we are moving forward. This spirit 
comes from the pride that we have in working for such a great organisation, the dedication to and 
the care we have for each other and the passion with which we serve our community. 
 
The vision we are developing is providing high quality, responsive care that leaves patients feeling 
cared for by staff who feel valued. I and my executive want to recognise how much we value 
each of you, not just for the contribution you make to the hospital, but for who you are and for the 
sacrifices you and your families make every day to continue to serve our patients and each other. 
 
For those who are traveling during this time, please stay safe. For those who are working, thank you 
for keeping the ship steady - I hope it still a restful period for you. 
 
Thank you 
 
Jonathan Vaughan 
CEO 
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  VICTORIA BIRTHS 

STAFF MATTERS 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

RETIREMENTS 

NEW STARTERS 
We welcome Melika Chriswell to the VHW family as 
our new Improvement Specialist!  See our Q and A 
article with Melika in this quarter’s issue to learn 
more.    

Fatimah Khan and Masoud Parker 
welcomed their son Safaa Parker on 

14th September 2022.  

Tasneem Esack and Nasief Smart 
welcomed their daughter Zariah on the 

10th October 2021 

We say farewell to Mr Rae (porter) and to Ms Kathy Jackson (DD: Finance).  May their years ahead be 
blessed with abundance and rest. From all your colleagues at Victoria Hospital. 
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Q&A WITH MELIKA CHISWELL 
OUR NEW IMPROVEMENT SPECIALIST 

Refqah Isaacs interviewed Melika Chiswell our new                     
Improvement Specialist at VHW: 

Can you tell us a little bit about yourself? 

I am from Melbourne, Australia and have been living in South Africa since 2008 with my South African husband, Josh 
and my 2 boys – Luca (12yrs) and Keilan (10yrs).  My parents are actually South African and most of my extended 
family still live in South Africa – so coming to live here, in some ways, has felt like coming home to family, rather than 
moving away.  There are many things I miss about Australia but just as many things that I love about South Africa and 
so I am content to call South Africa home.  

What do you enjoy doing in your spare time, any hobbies/sports?  

When I’m not at work, my best thing is to spend time with Josh and my two boys.  We go to the beach for the boys to 
surf, for walks along the vlei or in the mountains with our dogs, hangout with friends or just relax at home.  I also love 
gardening and one of these days I plan to start making stain glass windows again – which I haven’t done for about 
12 yrs!  

What has been your career journey thus far?  

I originally qualified in Australia as a Professional Nurse and started my nursing career in Paediatric - Emergency, 
before specialising in Adolescent health and working with homeless and ‘at risk’ young people between the ages of 
12-22yrs old.  I also worked in Adolescent health care in South Africa, before having my children and deciding that I 
wanted to move away from direct clinical care.   

Completing my Masters of Public Health opened my eyes to the need to consider health care, and service provision 
in general, from a systems, rather than an individual perspective and that it is only when people are given the 
opportunity, skills and support to identify and address their own problems that change and improvement is effective 
and sustained.    

This is why the Lean methodology makes so much sense to me, when it comes to the work of improvement.  One of 
the most fundamental principles of Lean is that it is the people who are actually doing the work, who are the 
expects in that work and therefore must be involved in the improvement of that work. 

What is your vision as the Improvement Specialist at VHW? 

My role as an Improvement Specialist is not to tell others what to do but rather to support and coach staff at every 
level of an organisation (management and operational) so that they can develop their own problem-solving and 
improvement capabilities. In doing so, Victoria Hospital can become an organisation of independent problem-
solvers, able to initiate and actively take part in addressing the challenges they face in their daily work, so that their 
work becomes easier and the level of care patients experience at Victoria is forever improving.    

How has your first few weeks at VHW been? And are you settling in nicely? 

I was asked this question by my friend the other day and I answered her by saying that “it doesn’t feel like work – it’s 
fun and I’m really enjoying myself” 

I have been amazed by the kind, welcoming and helpful staff I have met throughout the hospital - porters, cleaners, 
security guards, nurses, maintenance guys, doctors, admin staff and managers.  As a new-comer, there is a strong 
sense of pride and connection to Victoria Hospital expressed by so many who work here.  

Please share a fun fact about yourself?  

I think I’m one of the few people in the world who can say, “I tore a ligament in my knee, after a whale fell on my 
leg!!” 
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World diabetes day 2022 was Commemorated on the 14th of November to highlight the growing burden of 
this disease as a global health issue.  This year’s theme “Access to diabetes care and education” is focused 
on strategies such as prevention through health management, wellness, adequate exercise, and proper 
nutrition.  Our heartfelt appreciation is extended to the following people and organisations for their support:  
 
o Eat Better South Africa 
o Lions Club Kirstenbosch 
o Sanofi South Africa 
o Vida Café - 3 Arts 
o Ms. K Speck- Come dance with me 

WORLD DIABETES DAY 
14 NOVEMBER 2022 

o Dr. Cupido and the Internal Medicine Team 
o Abundant Life Palliative Care 
o 4th year medical students, UCT 
o Ms. A Sauls and Ms. N Daniels 
o Management and Support 
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SPECIAL EVENTS  

  

CASUAL DAY 
VHW had fun on Friday the 3.9.2022 celebrating Casual Day with persons with disabilities 

VHW SUPPORTING THE NIGHT RUN 
FOR NURSES 
October 2022 

WORLD RADIOGRAPHY DAY 
8|11|2022 

  

SPECIAL EVENTS 
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CECILIA MAKAWANE AWARDS – CONGRUTULATIONS SR COLANE! 

SPECIAL EVENTS 

MEDICAL 10 RACE 

The Provincial Cecilia Makiwane Awards is held annually to honour and 
recognize nurses who have gone above and beyond their scope of duty, 
treats their patients and colleagues with dignity and respect and which 
encompasses the values of Nursing and the department.  
 
This year Sr Nono Colane was        
nominated by her colleagues             
as a worthy recipient of the                 
award in the category General        
Nursing. As the only nomination        
from the Substructure, we are                                       
proud that Sr Colane is proudly                                                                             
flying the flag of Victoria Hospital              
in the Substructure and the Province.  

FIRST ACL TRANSPLANT  
2|12|2022 

Theatre performed their first 
Anterior Cruciate Ligament 

transplant from father to son. 
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SPECIAL EVENTS 

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR WINNERS WHO WERE 
HONOURED AT THE VHW END OF YEAR AWARDS!   

 
. 
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The Gift of the Givers demonstrated their incredible generosity by refurbishing Wright Ward and creating a dedicate 
ultrasound room in X-rays. The result is a better therapeutic environment for our patients suffering from mental health 
conditions, significantly improved ablution facilities, better storage capacity, and a dedicated and relaxing area for 
our staff to take much needed tea and lunch breaks. Thank you, Dr Sooliman and team, for your support! 
 
. 

THANK YOU TO GIFT OF THE GIVERS 
REFURBISHMENT OF OUR WRIGHT WARD 
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LIFE TRANSITIONS: HONORING THE SPACE BETWEEN WHAT WAS AND 
WHAT WILL BE 
BY REBECCA LAZARUS 
 - BY REBECCA LAZARUS  

It is not the strongest species that survive, nor the most intelligent, but the one most responsive to 
change. 

– Charles Darwin 
 

In my work as a social worker, counsellor and life coach I realise that I am mostly needed because 
of life transitions that are causing distress. Clients come to me hoping that I will offer them something 
that will lift that blanket of discomfort under which they find themselves. As much as I wish I could 
wave a magic wand to make the discomfort go away, I realise that these difficult challenges are 
part of a process, a needed transition for transformation.  
 
Life transitions are events that re-direct our life-path. They force change, which most of us struggle 
with. They can be big or small, expected or unexpected, exciting or terrifying. They can evoke 
excitement, but often fear, confusion, sadness, loneliness, guilt and shame. Examples include: 
getting married or divorced, having a baby, moving to or losing a home, landing or losing a job, 
retiring, getting injured or ill, losing a loved one to death, ageing, caring for someone in need, 
becoming someone in need of care, and dying.  
 
In Bruce Feiler’s book “Life is in the Transitions”, he talks about the fact that life is not linear, and that 
stages and phases are merely constructs. He argues that it’s better to view life as being stitched 
together by transitions. According to his research the average person has a life transition every 12-18 
months, and that 1/10 of these transitions can be huge (he calls them 'life quakes') that could even 
last 5 years. If we think back on our own lives, we might realise that there is truth in this statement.  
 
Feiler describes life transitions as having a ‘long goodbye’, a ‘messy middle’, and a ‘new 
beginning’. This makes sense to me, as, when I left a job I was deeply attached to, my long 
goodbye involved many discussions and conflicting feelings, including a deep fear of change. 
When I finally left, I found myself uprooted, anxious, and at times floundering. For a long time I 
struggled to say goodbye as I questioned if I could find the same sense of satisfaction and purpose 
in anything else. It felt ‘messy’. But it was in this messiness and discomfort that I eventually 
experienced the seeds of growth, and I was able to see how this process would lead into a new 
beginning.   
 
Below I offer the following tips that have helped me and some of my clients: 
 Acknowledge that change can be uncomfortable and evoke a variety of feelings. It’s ok to 

embrace these feelings. The discomfort reflects an internal shift of what needs to be transformed 
within us.  

 When appropriate, shift focus or intent from ‘hanging on to the old’ to ‘building the new’, trusting 
that there is a new beginning somewhere in the future, even if it is out of sight for now.  

 Put one foot in front of the other as you face the future. Set yourself small achievable goals 
rather than expecting a new beginning overnight.  

 Create consistency in your life, particularly during the ‘messy’ times. Having a routine or structure 
can give a sense of security when everything feels uncertain.  

 Practice self-compassion. Be patient with, and kind to yourself. This could include going for walks, 
setting time aside for exercise or meditation, keeping a personal journal, etc. 

 Draw on your support systems. Whether it is family, close friends, work colleagues, or a 
religious/spiritual community, talk to those you trust and who care about you.  

 Seek help if needed. The messy middle can be overwhelming, making it hard to see 
opportunities.  

 Embrace and honour your transformation, for what will become, will be greater than what was. 
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STAFF BIRTHDAYS 

01-01 NTLAKAZA NH 
01-01 MGWEBA O 
02-01 BRAND MEC 
02-01 ABDURAHMAN N 
02-01 MNCEDANI M 
03-01 MATIWANE L 
06-01 NDLOVU B 
06-01 MOONIEYA SK 
06-01 KIEWITZ KL 
07-01 NXELE JP 
07-01 RADEBE B 
12-01 BILBY WP 
12-01 AUCAMP M 
15-01 HENDRICKS F 
16-01 OHLSSON A 
16-01 ARUMUGAM E 
17-01 JOE E 
17-01 TAMAHANA MH 
17-01 NKOSI AZ 
17-01 JASOPU M 
18-01 WILLIAMS-ASHMAN PF 
18-01 MUDAU NE 
19-01 DE HAAN SHS 
19-01 NELSON E 
19-01 GALLOW F 
19-01 PAKKIES KB 
20-01 ZIHLWELE ZJ 
20-01 DE JONGH E 
21-01 DUBELA MN 
21-01 DAVIDS MT 
21-01 NGCOBO SP 
22-01 SPRINGER ML 
23-01 STEMMETT S 
24-01 TABISHER TB 
24-01 SAKIELDIEN W 
26-01 PATTERSON A 
27-01 BRAITHWAITE TE 
28-01 LARY L 
31-01 MOHAMMED HI 
 

JANUARY 2023  FEBRUARY 2023   MARCH 2023

03-02 LUPULWANA-DLONGWANA N 
03-03 DUMA S 
03-03 SIYOLO L 
03-04 KAVALIERATOS T 
03-04 THIRY C 
03-05 EBRAHIM N 
03-06 MICHAELS AJ 
03-08 MAGUBANE PP 
03-08 MAKA TE 
03-09 GWANYA T 
03-09 GALLANT AL 
03-10 TURNER G 
03-10 WEIR CA 
03-11 DUNBAR GL 
03-12 LINGANI AN 
03-12 KOLI PN 
03-14 JANSEN EM 
03-14 VAN WYK L 
03-14 GAMA N 
03-14 ALEXANDER JCA 
03-16 VAN ECK DB 
03-17 ZIETSMAN M 
03-18 JONES CM 
03-18 SILLINGA GN 
03-18 MTHIMKHULU Z 
03-18 DU PLESSIS RO 
03-18 MTHIMKHULU N 
03-19 ALLIE N 
03-20 HAWKSWORTH PL 
03-21 SEWELLS HC 
03-22 DURR PC 
03-23 JOHN DS 
03-23 JOHN PA 
03-23 RUBUSHE FY 
03-24 GADI-DLAKANI NG 
03-24 EBRAHIM F 
03-25 DE KOCK WET 
03-26 HUME RR 
03-26 MOHAMED M 
03-26 DU TOIT L 
03-27 MARINUS DM 
03-28 HENDRICKS L 
03-28 BALISO P 
03-29 BARDIEN T 
03-30 COLLIER L 
03-30 CLOETE PG 
03-31 MOHAMED RP 
03-31 ABRAHAMS S 

 

02-02 ONTONG SN 

02-02 BROOKES PW 

03-02 NTSABO N 

02-04 SPEELMAN KS 
02-05 MKHIZE BG 
02-06 ABRAHAMS FA 
02-06 MANANA YN 
02-07 NELUKALO Y 
02-08 STANLEY L 
02-09 EDWARDS BL 
02-09 MULLER M 

02-10 LONDT VA 
02-11 KALENI T 
02-11 LOOTS C 

02-13 CARTER MA 
02-14 BEUKES A 
02-15 TITUS G 
02-15 DE KLERK P 

02-15 DAVIS MJ 
02-16 KEIGHTLEY SM 
02-16 GOLIATH AE 
02-17 MKENTANE N 
02-17 MAHOTE N 

02-20 COHEN MA 
02-21 NGQELENI SF 
02-22 NODADA NG 

02-24 MULLINS DM 

02-24 PETERSEN RE 

02-24 BARDIEN M 
02-25 LAKAY Y 
02-26 STOFFELS D 
02-27 SNYMAN A 
02-29 KWAZA N 


